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U.S. GrOWN OrGaNICS
developing organic ingredients from the ground up

We are constantly identifying new organic ingredients and expanding 
our organic footprint. Searching for a specific organic ingredient? 

Leave it to Sensient to develop the ingredient 
from the ground up. 

Not all organic ingredients are created equal 

In today’s highly regulated environment, it is essential for companies 
to work with suppliers who can eliminate uncertainties of organic 
claims and provide full traceability and transparency. Sensient’s 

organic program ensures we are providing top tier, high quality, U.S. 
grown organic ingredients by working with local organic growers in 

United States.

the world of organics might be complicated, but our experts are 
here to provide solutions tailored for you

We have full control over every step of our rigorous organic 
production to ensure authenticity from farm to table. From selecting 

growers to developing new crop and innovating new products, our 
technical team is here to support you for your organic needs.

Find out more about our organic program on sensientnaturalingredients.com 
Contact us at sni.sales@sensient.com or 209.667.2777



extensive Organic Program
We develop our organic ingredients from the 
ground up. It’s not an easy task but Sensient has 
built up trusted relationships with local growers 
for decades. We work closely with our network 
of growers to provide high-quality, US-grown 
organic ingredients. Our experts are continuously 
developing and expanding our organic program 
based on market needs. 

Our Promise to You 
Our Certasure™ program ensures that all of 
Sensient’s organic ingredients go through stringent 
quality  testing, full raw material traceability, best 
manufacturing practices, and promises quality and 
safety. 

traceability & transparency
In today’s highly regulated organic environment, 
it is essential for companies to work with suppliers 
who can eliminate uncertainties of organic claims 
and provide full traceability and transparency. 
Sensient oversees every step of our rigorous 
organic production to ensure authenticity from 
farm to table.

Sustainability
We are grateful to be growing on this land and, 
as such, we continuously strive to efficiently 
and respectfully use resources available to us. 
Our sustainability efforts include adding waste 
recovery systems, returning nutrients to the soil, 
and minimizing food waste by ensuring efficient 
operations. 

deCadeS OF eXPertISe



Our CertasureTM Promise to You
Today’s organic supply chain is highly fragmented, inconsistent in quality and availability, and often opaque in its sources. 
At Sensient, we are changing that with our Certasure™ organic program so you can clearly see our vertically integrated 
process, every step of the way. Certasure™ promises stringent quality testing, comprehensive vendor certification, full 
raw material traceability, and best manufacturing practices to ensure that our organic ingredients meet all required quality, 
safety, and authenticity requirements beyond general organic claims. From start to finish, we work closely with our local 
organic growers to produce premium organic ingredients without synthetic fertilizers, herbicides, insecticides, or fungicides. 

U.S. Grown, Non-GMO Project Verified, USda Organic Certified, Garlic Onion, Parsley, and Chili Varietals
Need specific ingredient or piece size? Visit sensientnaturalingredients.com 

Contact us at sni.sales@sensient.com or 209.667.2777  to view all our organic ingredients available.
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USDA Organic ingredients grown in the fertile fields of the United States.

Ground & Grower 
Selection

•  Ensure optimal climate,
soil, and ground for crops

•  Require detailed crop
history to avoid allergens
as a part of rotating crops

•  We are financially and
emotionally involved
with all our crops. We
partner with experienced,
responsible growers to
ensure the highest quality

Farming & 
Harvesting

•  Our dedicated organic
crop field representatives
work closely with
growers from farming to 
harvesting

•  Free from synthetic 
pesticides or other 
prohibited chemicals. Our 
certified Pest Control
Advisors work with all our 
growers on managing
potential pest issues

Manufacturing & 
Packaging

•  Control every step of
our organic production

•  Eliminate risk of
cross-contamination
by ensuring machinery 
and equipment are
cleaned for organic 
production

•  Manufactured and
packed in California,
USA

Quality Control & 
Customer Service

•  Stringent quality testing:
in-house testing for micro,
adulteration, pesticides
and heavy metal

•  Ensure that Sensient
organic ingredients meet
your specifications

Food 
Manufacturers
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Organic Jalapeno 
Chocolate BrowniesAs the need for organic ingredients 

increases, Sensient Natural 
Ingredients works closely with our 
farmers to provide a variety of organic 
ingredients to make your innovations 
come true.

Keeping up with the latest trends, 
our R&D team tapped into the sweet 
heat movement. We resurfaced 
popular sweet heat combinations 
like jalapeno and chocolate. Before 
sweet heat desserts became a 
popular trend, Mexico’s Mayan 
culture has long included chiles in 
their sweet concoctions, balancing 
indulgent sweetness with savory and 
spicy flavors. The sweet heat flavor 
combination provides a rich and 
creamy sweet front-end indulgence, 
with a slow, warm and spicy back-
end heat from Sensient’s Organic 
Jalapeno.

 64% of consumers 
admit that their purchasing 

decisions are driven by 
having specific ingredient 

information and visible 
certified label claims 

like Non-GMO Project 
Verified, and USDA 

Organic on 
package

INSPIRED BY 
INSIGHTS



eXPertISe 
Our expert-developed organic 
program cultivates organic 
ingredients centered around 
market needs

traCeaBIlItY
Ensuring food safety and quality 
from start to finish 

traNSPareNCY 
Providing natural ingredients 
with integrity

SUStaINaBIlItY
Respectfully and effectively 
using resources available to us 
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